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When Henry David Thoreau wrote “I would rather sit on a pumpkin, and have it
all to myself, than be crowded on a velvet cushion,” he was basically saying
(depending on how deeply you read into it) that the life of a city dweller, with all
one’s material possessions mandated by the opulence of a hollow culture, is one
he would gladly eschew in favor of the natural solitary life, unfazed by things
going on amongst the decadent masses within their own urban societal prisons.
He may have also just been professing his love for pumpkins. (Classic Thoreau … )
Oh, speaking of pumpkins: They’re on their way. In pumpkin beers, lattes, pies,
Cheerios, you name it. Well, maybe not the last thing. The point is: as September
23 draws near, and you begin that sad but necessary New England ritual of
kissing the summer goodbye, there’s a wealth of seasonal-correct whoopin’ good
times to be had in our beloved Hub. From new theater productions, to
Oktoberfest beers (and hell, Oktoberfest itself), learning to race rally cars (yep),
lumberjack competitions, and a slew of restaurant openings, we dedicated our
thoughts and findings for our illustrious Fall Preview creating a giant raked
leaf-pile of life for you to jump right on into.
Just not literally, especially head first. Those ones never end well.

Familiar peeps about town

Contrary to widely held beliefs, the beer bash was not invented by college
fraternities. No, it’s the good lederhosen-clad OGs of Munich who’ve been
manhandling hefty steins of foam for nearly two centuries at the annual
Bavarian beer binge that is Oktoberfest. The glorious gatherings and
consumptions of suds has become understandably popular stateside,
especially here in the Bay State. Here’s a selection to clear your calendar for.

OLDE MAGOUN’S SALOON OKTOBERFEST
SEPT. 3-OCT. 29

The massive two-month Oktoberfest blowout kicked
off on September 3 with a ceremonial keg tapping.
And through October, drafts of Paulaner brews (try
the Oktoberfest Wiesn) will fill authentic beer steins in
their massive makeshift biergarten. On Wednesday
nights Oktoberfest beer promotions from German powerhouses Hofbrau, Spaten, and Warsteiner will appear
before you, along with plates of obatzda, a Bavarian
cheese spread invented to pair with good German beer.
>> OLDE MAGOUN’S SALOON, 518 MEDFORD ST., SOMERVILLE.
MAGOUNSSALOON.COM

IDLE HANDS CRAFT ALES OKTOBERFEST &
THIRD ANNIVERSARY PARTY | SEPT. 20

Idle Hands will be taking over the cedar patio outside
Cambridge watering hole Atwood’s Tavern for two beer-y
sessions (12-3pm, 3:30-6:30pm). Idle Hands’ German lager
will be available in abundance, along with newly released
Leather, the nano-brewery’s Third Anniversary Porter, and
the first-ever kegs of Enlightenment Ales Transcendence.
Tickets are $20 and include traditional Oktoberfest grub
(think: wurst and schnitzel) and a half-liter mug of your
favorite Idle Hands brew.
>> ATWOOD’S TAVERN, 877 CAMBRIDGE ST., CAMBRIDGE.
IDLEHANDSCRAFTALES.COM

BLUE HILLS BREWERY OKTOBERFEST 2014 | SEPT. 20

Blue Hills Brewery’s sixth annual Oktoberfest will be held,
at the Irish Cultural Centre in Canton, Mass (directly across
the street from the brewery). There you’ll find all the things
you’ve come to expect at a local Oktoberfest: Live German
oompah bands pumping out tunes to incite beer guzzling,
various delicious wursts (there is no such thing as too much
wurst), and an obscene amount of German-style lager, specifically Blue Hills’ Marzenbier OktoBrau. Tickets are $20.
>> IRISH CULTURAL CENTRE, 200 NEW BOSTON DR., CANTON.
BLUEHILLSBREWERY.COM

2014 HARPOON OCTOBERFEST | OCT. 3-4

One of the biggest Bavarian-inspired shindigs in New
England since 1990, it’s the only event where it’s acceptable to show off those chicken dance moves atop a picnic
table before face-planting into a wedge of German chocolate cake. It also helps that quality seasonal craft brews,
like Harpoon’s Octoberfest and UFO Pumpkin, are readily
available to pint-holding fest-goers. Tickets are $20 and
cover one beer and a souvenir pint glass. Feel free to carry
extra cake in it. It’s a party.
>> HARPOON BREWERY, 306 NORTHERN AVE., BOSTON.
HARPOONBREWERY.COM

BY SUSANNA JACKSON @SUEDOESNTTWEET

FRI
9.12

a pie
to fall
for

Sweet serenade
for your tongue
BY SCOTT MURRY
@HOTDOGTACO
It’s a real downer
when summer
promptly abandons
us in September. It’s a
cruel time of year, but
keeping our spirits
warm as the cold
weather returns is
Petsi Pies. From their
Beacon Street bakery
just beyond Inman
Square, founder
Renee “Petsi” McLeod
and crew will soon
be bring back the
seasonal apple pear
cranberry pie made
with candied walnut
topping. And that
hardens our crust.
It’s due out on October 1. (If you’ve got a
nut allergy, the pumpkin is going to be your
designated savior.)
This pie contains
a hearty mix of
tart and crunch
that will stop us
from writing
gloom and doom
long-form poetry.
>> PETSI PIES,
285 BEACON ST.,
SOMERVILLE.
PETSIPIES.COM

JASON SEGEL AT FIRST
PARISH CHURCH
Man-child Muppet-enthusiast Jason Segal has written a
children’s book, Nightmares!, and he’s making a stop in Boston on his tour. We expect
one-third of the audience to be accompanying children, one-third to be children, and
one-third to be waiting for Segal to drop his
pants, Waiting for Sarah Marshall-style.

THU
10.2

LENA DUNHAM AT THE WILBUR
“Girls” top girl Lena Dunham is
touring with her book Not That Kind
of Girl, which has received praise
from both David Sedaris and Judy Blume. While she
might not be that kind of girl, she is our kind of girl,
so we are pretty stoked to see her while she’s in the
Hub. We may even don tights without runs in them
for the occasion. Big maybe.

THU
10.2

B.J. NOVAK AT BRATTLE THEATRE
For the second time this year,
B.J Novak, aka Ryan from “The Office”
(he probably wouldn’t like it if you
called him “aka Ryan from The Office”), will make
an appearance in Cambridge for a book tour. His
first book had a trailer starring himself and Mindy
Kaling accompanying its release. This one doesn’t
even have pictures. Hence the title: The Book With
No Pictures.

FRI
11.7

NICK OFFERMAN AT THE WILBUR
In an interview last year, “Parks and
Recreation” star Nick Offerman
told the Dig that the key to a
good relationship is “a considerable pair of
testicles.” Apparently that’s also his secret to
a solid stand up set as his tour “Full Bush”
promises a wee bit of nudity.

MON

AMANDA PALMER
AT HARVARD SQUARE
+ PORTER SQUARE
BOOKS
Palmer’s debut book the Art of Asking,
a spin off of her viral TEDTalk, is out
on November 11 and the former Dresden
Doll is hosting a midnight launch party
at Porter Square Books, but first she invites fans to join in her in a celebratory parade through Harvard Square. Yes, a parade.
How very Palmer-esque. Yes, that’s
a euphemism.

11.10
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mad-hatter-blockbuster via Tim Burton and his
motley crew, is the macabre tale of a mad barber
who’s out for vengeance. It’s dark, gross, and icky,
but also damn funny. Still, next time someone
asks you if you would you like another pie, sir,
you’ll probably refuse.
>> Lyric Stage, 140 Clarendon St., Boston. Ongoing
through SAT 10.11. lyricstage.com

LYRIC STAGE COMPANY OF BOSTON
Lyric Stage’s 2013-2014 season closer “Into The Woods” was
so well-received, the company called for a month-long
extension of the whimsical Stephen Sondheim production. But their dedication to excellence doesn’t begin or
end with their last endeavor—Lyric Stage celebrates four
rich decades this year, and continues the tradition with yet
another Sondheim musical to kick off the season. “Sweeney
Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street,” the play turned

Study
The husband-and-wife team behind the
foodie haven Journeyman in Somerville’s
Union Square are bringing an “academic
feel” new breakfast, lunch, and dinner oasis
to Kendall Square in the new Broad Institute
building. Adjacent to it will be a diner-y spot
that shifts into a cocktail bar at night we’ve
previously mentioned called Ames St. Deli.
I guess what we’re saying is these things
are coming. Early/mid fall.

OG PAIRING: SALTY PIG
This Back Bay mainstay of drool-inducing platters
of salted cured meats and just-as-meaty beers
is key for pre or post viewings of all demonicbarber-related displays of thespian muscle.
>> 130 Dartmouth St., Boston. 617-536-6200. thesaltypig.com
WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING: MAST. Should the team make
good on their plans to be open in September, this new
4,000-square-foot cathedral of homemade pasta, wood-fired
pizzas from a 20-year North End vet, and “Neapolitan street
food” will be ready for you and calling your name. Loudly.
>> 45 Province St., Boston. mastboston.com

Viale
The old Rendevous space in Central Square
is no more, and plans have been in place
since spring to replace it with Viale. Upstairs
on the Square and Spoke Wine Bar vets are
behind it, so expect house-made pastas,
Mediterranean wood-fired grill goodness,
and a meaty wine list. Also expect to put
those things in your mouth.

The Tap Trailhouse
It took a while, but the originally
planned-for-summer makeover of the
old The Tap space into an ale house with a
serious colonial vibe and plenty of future
college students trying to use their fake IDs
is will be open by the time you read this.
Good timing, you’re thirsty.

SALTY PIG PHOTOS BY ANDREW NGUYEN

Great theater is wont to incite rapidfire debate and discussion. And—
not to sound like a silence-your-cell
phones and shut-the-fuck up
announcement—everyone
appreciates it when you save your
insightful banter until after the
thespians have taken their final bow.
There’s nothing worse than being a
Woody Allen to that pontificating
blowhard in Annie Hall. We suppose
the same could be said for bad theater,
but you won’t find any of that among
our cherry-picked productions
ranging from “The Vagina Monologues”
playwright Eve Ensler’s latest at the
A.R.T. to the final show at the Factory
Theater. So with that in mind, we’ve
rounded up several forthcoming fall
openings, and paired them up with
some classic nearby post-show
eateries and watering holes where you
can unleash the critique floodgates
over bread and butter and beer
(or whatever you want to eat, we’re
not your mother). Also lassoed up are
forthcoming restaurant openings
aiming for fall so you can treat
yourself to a premiere performancedining mash up. Tuck this away
someplace safe—your stomach and
eyeballs will thank you down the line.

OG PAIRING: SUNSET GRILL AND TAP
Ask any Allston-ite or serious beer drinker if
heading to the Sunset Grill is worth all the hype,
and if their response doesn’t convince you, the
new fall offering of loaded cheeseburger nachos
(yes, cheeseburgers and nachos, together) will.
Pair it with a pumpkin beer. Because it’s right.
>> 130 Brighton Ave., Allston. 617-254-1331.
allstonsfinest.com
WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING: Hojoko. The new
“high-energy izakaya” opening in mid-late fall
by Tim and Nancy Cushman, famed pair behind
the incredible O Ya restaurant, are going to be
bringing Japanese pub-ishness to the old Howard
Johnson’s restaurant space near Fenway in the
recently opened rock-themed Verb hotel.
>> 1271 Boylston St., Boston. 855-695-6678.
theverbhotel.com
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Earl’s Kitchen + Bar
The independent “upscale casual” restaurant coming to
the soon-to-be-flush-with-eateries Assembly Row. Think:
8,800-square-feet of Angus burgers and locally sourced
seasonal ingredients. But also think of libations with refined
versions of classics like a Tequila Suset with lemongrass,
Aperol, and meringue foam, as well as something called the
Mad Hatter that serves four. No, it’s not served in a giant
hat. We think. Aiming for a September 12 opening.

River Bar + Kitchen
Take one of the co-founders of the hugely popular Staff
Meal food truck. Add in the restauranteur behind cocktail
gem Brass Union, Foundry on Elm, Saloon, and The Independent. Place it in Assembly Row. Plan to offer all manner of what’s being described as “elevated street food.”
Shoot for an October opening. There you go.

adult
apple
juice
While we can
get our hands
on cider all
year round,
this time of
year has us
craving the
adult apple
juice more
than ever.
Somerville just
so happens
to be home
to a cider
emporium,
Bantam Cider
Tap Room,
that opened
on Merriam
Street earlier this. These
folks make a
variety of craft,
contemporary
ciders using
local pressed
apples. Cheers
to that.
>> Bantam
Cider, 40
Merriam St.,
Somerville.
617-299-8600.
bantamcider.
com

Bel Ari
The long-standing go-to for after work bites in the Leather
District, Sorriso Trattoria, is getting a long-overdue
facelift. Not drastic though. Still Italian, just focusing
on a new décor, and reinvigorating menu involving sfizi
(basically Italian tapas), pizzas, pastas, and even whole
roasted pig. Neighbor and family member Les Zygomates
will also be getting a makeover. All good news, friends.
Mid-September.

SUNSET PHOTOS BY ANDREW NGUYEN

BOSTON PLAYWRIGHT’S THEATRE
On the heels of Mad of America’s International
Film Festival (10.9 -10.12) at the Regent Theatre
—a festival which also acts as a forum for those
interested in rethinking psychiatry, and our
current drug-based model of care—Boston Playwright’s Theatre presents “Chosen Child.” Delving
into this important conversation, “Child” follows
three generations of memories in an effort to
change the fate of a schizophrenic man. Director Megan Schy Gleeson is no stranger to these
heavy-on-the-heartstrings productions—she
steered “Absence,” a play about Alzheimer’s,
with care earlier this year—so we have faith
that the story won’t unravel into melodrama.
>> Boston Playwright’s Theater, 949 Commonwealth Ave., Boston. THU 10.30 - SAT 11.22.

consistency making it more
reasonable to eat directly
out of the container

3. See above, but apply also
to additional nut butters

4. Make a pastime out of tallying
how many times football players
slap each other on the ass
5. Crass pumpkin carving
6. You’re that much closer to the

return of “Game of Thrones”

7. For hardcore GoT fans, a

OG PAIRING: DARRYL’S CORNER

The World of Ice and Fire encyclopedia is out in October (although
this means the rest of us will
have to hear about how it isn’t
really an encyclopedia)

BAR AND KITCHEN

Around the corner from the Factory
Theatre lies a neighborhood staple
(and long history) of noir-esque live jazz,
killer fried chicken, and brown liquors
served over clinking ice.

8. Ladies who perpetuate
the myth that they shave
everyday, all-year-round can
now pretend they do

WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING
Candibar Boston. Take the old Underbar
lounge. Give it a makeover. Add a bunch
more LED lights, funky accent mirrors,
and the models and bottles crowd. And
a touch of Europe. Candibar.
>> 279 Tremont St., Boston. 617-974-7082]

9. Thrift store sweaters
10. Public transit is

considerably less smelly

11. Apples and the wealth of
booze, fritters, pies, and
bobbing they inspire
12. There is almost zero-risk

someone will show up to a party
with Lime Ritas as their offering

13. You can return your baby
powder back to its shelf

DARRYL’S PHOTOS BY ANDREW NGUYEN

14. Wabbit season

The Ginger Man
Back at the start of summer, we mentioned
there was a prospect of a Congress Street
opening of the small Texas-based chain
of beer and JP Donleavy-inspired Belgian
beer-heavy saloon Ginger Man. We’re here to
report that the opening will extend into fall,
as progress with the prospect has been slow.
Still worth crossing fingers for.

Republic (update)
Something called Republic is eyeballing
opening on Dorchester Street. Possibly
on the ground floor of a residential spot.
Rumors swirl about a lounge of the atrium
variety, seasonal patios, and unicorns serving your drinks. Really, most of this is speculation, so let’s just hope its cool and opens
before the fall.

The Brewer’s Fork
Les Zygomates and Publick House veterans
have plans to hit Charlestown with a
beer garden, wood-fired pizzas, local suds
(Trillium, Jack’s Abbey), 24 taps of beer,
and artisanal cheeses. Of all the ways to
be hit in Charlestown, having it involve
Belgian beer, pizza, and nice cheese is
one of the better ones.

Coppersmith Hall
The cheery news that South Boston is becoming a little more farm-to-table once the
cavernous Coppersmith Hall brings its foodtrucks-permanantly-gathered-inside vibe
along with cooking competitions (and culinary training), killer grub, an outdoor patio,
and even a rooftop garden hasn’t changed.
It’s just looking more like fall now. Stay tuned.
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1. Fewer Croc sightings
2. Nutella is no longer a liquid
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HAPPY MEDIUM THEATRE
Directed by Lizette M. Morris,
“Language of Angels” follows a group
of young adults after one of their friends
goes missing at their local hookup spot.
The somber tone of this tragedy is
appropriate as Happy Medium’s
production is the final work to be
showcased at the Factory Theatre, a
beloved space that’s served the fringe
community for decades and has been
forced to shut down by the building’s
owners. As the black box will be shrouded
in darkness to make it look like the group’s
cavernous hang out, audience members
will be encouraged to tag the walls to
enhance the set design. The guidelines?
Graffiti memories of the Factory. Yeah,
we just wiped away a tear, too.
>> Factory Theatre, 791 Tremont St., Boston.
SAT 10.18 - FRI 10.30.
happymediumtheatre.com

19

THE FORGETTING CURVE

COMPANY ONE
The shows churned out of Company One,
a resident company at Boston Center for the
Arts, continue to excite us, and the plays
under the umbrella Displaced Hindu Gods
Trilogy are no exception. In fact, the trifecta
from playwright Aditi Brennan Kapil, which
receives its New England premiere this October,
epitomizes why this company is so important to
the Hub. “Shiv,” “Brahman/I” and “The Chronicles
of Kalki” collectively address themes such as
gender, good versus evil, language, and
displacement. Company One consistently
presents works that offers unapologetic, bold,
and often humorous insights into criticisms
of our society. And the talent they put front
and center is damn good, too.
>> BCA Black Box Plaza Theatre,
539 Tremont St., Boston. FRI 10.24 - SAT 11.22.
companyone.org

BRIDGE REPERORY THEATER
In 1953, a young man agreed to undergo an experimental surgery hoping
to be cured of epilepsy, and devastatingly the treatment destroyed his
ability to make new memories. To kick
off their second season, Bridge Rep
brings the fictionalized story of Patient
HM to the stage. Assuming you haven’t
been lobotomized, it promises to be
a play to remember.
>> Calderwood Pavillion, 527 Tremont
St., Boston. Ongoing through SAT 9.27.
speakeasystage.com

theatre list
FAR FROM HEAVEN

SPEAKEASY STAGE COMPANY
Sticking with novel turned cinematic
turned musical stage offerings, but
opting for something with significantly
less pigs blood than their last production, SpeakEasy stages “Far From
Heaven.” You may remember Julianne
Moore as the title character in the flick,
a ‘50s housewife who discovers her
husband’s shocking secret, which acts
as the propeller for this melodrama.
Now throw song and dance into the
mix, and, well, we’re intrigued.
>> Calderwood Pavillion, 527 Tremont
St., Boston. THU 9.12 - SAT 10.11.
speakeasystage.com

OG PAIRING: THE BEEHIVE. Long-running as
the de-facto South End subterranean enclave of
exotic influences and flavors. See: the pictured
rack of lamb with herb spatzale, sweet and sour
purple cabbage, and lemon caper sauce, new to
the menu this fall. You can finish an evening of
engaging themes of good versus evil with a stiff
Kentucky Orchard butter-infused bourbon, apple
cider, and Allspice Dram sipper, also new for fall.
>> 541 Tremont St., Boston. 617-423-0069. beehiveboston.com
WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING: Blackbird
Doughnuts. Nearby favorite the Gallows is
launching their first doughnut shop, which has
been hush-hush on details other than that the
owners are planning on just doing killer donuts
(for a taste, check out instagram.com/blackbirddoughnuts) and just as killer coffee. Call it a reason to hope they open before the winter sets in.
>> 492 Tremont St., Boston.
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Forge Baking Company
It takes time to construct a full tilt 50-seat bakery and
cafe (the family that counts Diesel Cafe and Bloc 11 as
siblings are behind it), especially when constructing it in
Somerville and gearing up to dish out fresh house-made
jams you can get by the jar along with baked everything.
And time has been taking. They’re hiring, so look for a
fall opening.

BENT

Barcelona Wine Bar
Anyone who ventures past the old Sibling Rivalry space
on Tremont has no doubt seen the ongoing construction
of the South End outpost of this grand cathedral of killer
tapas, solid house sangria, and plenty of stock photos of
Hemingway doing stuff over wine and tapas (it was his
thing for a while). Last peek-in showed progress on the
build-out, so keep an eye out for a mid-late fall opening.

ZEITGEIST STAGE COMPANY
You might want to sit down for this
one, because shit’s about to get heavy.
Really heavy. And, in this case anyway,
it’s a signifier for a must-see play.
Zeitgeist stages the Pulitzer Prizenominated play “Bent,” which follows
two gay men as they flee Berlin to
avoid persecution after Adolf Hitler
purged the Brown Shirts of suspected
homosexuals.
>> BCA Plaza Theatre, 539 Tremont St.,
Boston. FRI 9.19 - SAT 10.11.
zeitgeiststage.com

THE SINGULARITY

SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE COMPANY
Science Fiction Theatre Company’s
world premiere of Crystal Jackson’s
“The Singularity”—the penultimate
performance at the Factory Theatre—is
a black comedy set in a dystopian future about a woman who will try
just about anything to have a baby.
We see a turkey baster with super
soaker force in her future.
>> Factory Theatre, 791 Tremont St.,
Boston. FRI 9.19 - SUN 10.5.
sciencefictiontheatrecompany.com

TERMINUS

THE HERE EVERYBODY COMES PLAYERS
These players pride themselves on
having adapted and performed pieces
from virtually all of James Joyce’s work,
but this time around they are taking
a break from Ulysses. Sticking to Erin,
The Here Everybody Comes Players are
serving up “Terminus,” a dark comedy
about a raucous night in Dublin by
Mark O’Rowe.
>> Davis Square Theatre, 255 Elm St.,
Somerville. FRI 9.19 + SUN 9.21.
hce-players.org

O.P.C.
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A DISAPPEARING NUMBER

OG PAIRING: RUSSELL HOUSE TAVERN
For some time now, this 19th-century structure has been
a favorite for anyone seeking out fresh local oysters, Edison
lightbulbs barely illuminating dark wood and leather accents,
and numerous rounds of rotating cask ales hand pumped into
proper glassware along with inventive seasonal dishes.
This fall will be no different.
>> 14 JFK St., Cambridge. 617-500-3055. russellhousecambridge.com
WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING: BISq. The Bergamot team is
doubling down with their celebrated small plates and pates with
a projected late-October opening of their Inman Square offshoot.
With only 49-seats, an open kitchen, and claims of a stellar beer
and wine list, by the time this show gets going you’ll probably
finally be able to get in.
>> 1071 Cambridge St., Cambridge. 617-576-7700.
facebook.com/bisqrestaurant]

CATALYST COLLABORATIVE
For their tenth year production,
Catalyst Collaborative@MIT,
a partnership between
the theater geeks at MIT
and Central Square, has
chosen this criticallyacclaimed play about
the seven-year long
letter exchange
between a clerk in
rural India and a renowned Cambridge
mathematician. The
theorems they write back-and-forth to
one another sound dull (sorry, this is
the art section), but the production—
which interweaves drama, comedy,
Indian dance, and music to illuminate
culture clashes and the sensuality of
ideas—promises to be anything but.
>> Central Square Theater, 450 Mass
Ave., Cambridge. THU 10.16 – SUN 11.16
centralsquaretheater.org

R USSELL HOUSE PHOTOS BY ANDREW NGUYEN

AMERICAN REPERTORY THEATER
We don’t have enough fingers and toes to point to as we rattle
off the reasons why American Repertory Theater’s production
of “O.P.C.” should be on your radar. But, lucky for you, we’ve just
discovered that we are able to count without the help of our digits, so here it goes. For starters, “O.P.C.” is the new play from “The
Vagina Monologues” author Eve Ensler—if that means nothing to you, go home-—and regardless of how you feel towards
vaginas, monologues, or Ensler, you can’t deny the production
was a sensation. Additionally, the world premiere production
stars Academy Award-winner Melissa Leo (think: Christian Bale’s
and Mark Wahlberg’s ragged ma’ in The Fighter). And—as if we
needed a cherry on this sundae—it happens to be about dumpster diving. Just go.
>> Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle St., Cambridge.
FRI 11.29 - SUN 1.4 americanrepertorytheater.org
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FORT POINT THEATRE CHANNEL
Jane Bowel’s play about mothers and
daughters has two big fans: Tennessee
Williams and Truman Capote. If there
is anyone you want vouching for your
writing it’s these two literary heavyweights. Especially when said drama is
on the topic of maternal relationships.
Er, well … Oh! Did we mention that all
the performances are free?
>> Waterfront Square, 290 Congress St.,
Boston. THU 10.16 - SUN 10.26. fortpointtheatrechannel.org
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OF MICE AND MEN

CLASSIC REPERTORY
COMPANY / NEW
REPERTORY THEATRE
No, this isn’t your high
school English syllabus,
but this play is required
fare. Whatever your
sentiments are towards
Steinbeck—or Lennie and
George—this novella about
the gentle giant and companionship
boasts some incredible performances
over the years, and we are invested in
supporting that tradition.
>> BU Theater, 264 Huntington Ave.,
Boston. THU 10.23. newrep.org
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AWAKE AND SING!

HUNTINGTON THEATRE COMPANY
Written by American playwright Clifford Odets, “Awake and Sing!” puts a
spotlight on social struggle and economic crisis. While it’s set in NYC circa
1930s, anyone with a monthly-student
loan payment and nothing but lint
in their pockets will appreciate this
timeless production.
>> BU Theatre, 264 Huntington Ave.,
Boston FRI 11.7 – SUN 12.7. huntingtontheatre.org
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THE REAL THING

BAD HABIT PRODUCTIONS
We love “Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead,” and yes, snarl all you want,
we loved Shakespeare in Love, too.
(Actually, not sure if all of Dig agrees
on the latter, but this works better
with an all-encompassing we.) With
that said, it should be no surprise we
are psyched that Bad Habit is staging
Tom Stoppard’s Tony Award-winning
“The Real Thing.”
>> Calderwood Pavilion, 527 Tremont
St., Boston. SAT 11.8 – TUE 11.11
badhabitproductions.org

PRODUCED BY IZZY LEE & BRYAN MOORE
Jeffrey Combs has described his one-man show as something of
a séance, which makes its Halloween Boston debut all the more
appropriate. Directed by Stuart Gordon, written by Dennis Paoli,
and brought to Boston by filmmaker Izzy Lee and sculptor Bryan
Moore, “Nevermore” compliments the unveiling of Moore’s longawaited bronze bust of Mr. Edgar Allan Poe at the Boston Public
Library. While Poe’s sculptured self will be pretty set in stone,
he will very much be in the flesh at the Somerville Theatre, as
Combs does not play Poe, he “inhabits his spirit.” Spooky. But we
suppose that’s the point. Ranging from comedy to tragedy, the
production uses Poe’s own words to tell his life’s story, a tale that
is—and we may be baiting the literati here—debatably more
interesting than some of his short stories.
>> Somerville Theatre, 55 Davis Square, Somerville. FRI 10.31.
nihilnoctem.com

OG PAIRING: PIZZERIA POSTO. Sure, there are ample options
in the reinvigorated greater Davis Square area. But of those options, only one is a bonafide Neapolitan wood-fired pizza house
that’s been ordained as legit as those you find in the motherland
by the Associazione Verace Pizza Napoletana out of Naples, Italy.
They know about these things. Trust them.
>> 187 Elm St., Somerville. 617-625-0600. postoboston.com
WORLD PREMIERE PAIRING: Bibim. The mother-and-son run
house of Korean deliciousness in Allston is expanding over to
Davis Square with in late October/early November, which means
getting killer (and cheap) pan-fried spicy squid before sculptures
and paintings done by the matriarch of the pair will be available
in a former McDonald’s. Bonus: full liquor license planned as
well. Talk about an upgrade.
>> 243 Elm St., Somerville. 617-787-5656.

